
4.3 Grade 12 
Term 1
General concepts (±½ week/ 2 hours) 
Types of computer systems  

Personal, SOHO, mobile, business 
Role and use of data, information, knowledge, conclusion / decision as part of information system 
Examples of computer usage 
Reasons for using computers:  
- Saving paper, time, labour, communication costs, efficiency, accuracy, reliability, affect on time and distance, global 
communication including social networks and Web tools such as blogs, wikis, etc., social engineering, ubiquity of devices 
connected to computers, e.g. ATMs, phones 

Advantages and limitation of computers, e-communication 
Software as a service 
Convergence, pervasiveness 

Spreadsheet (±2 weeks / 8 hours) 
Reinforce content, concepts and skills from Grade 10 and 11 
More complex functions such as nested if, vlookup and 
variations of known functions, e.g. roundup, rounddown 
Basic date and time calculations 

Word Processing (±1 week/ 4 hours) 
Import data collected via electronic forms to table 
Add-ins

Database (± 4 weeks / 16 hours) 
Reinforce concepts from Grade 11 
Design reports – grouped 
Group headers and footers 
Calculations in groups such as sum, avg, count, max, 
min
Add fields with calculations in queries, reports 
Data validation techniques 
Queries using and, or, not, wildcards(*), IS Null operator 
Collect Data 
Relational Database (basic) 
- 1:M relationship using two tables 
- Why use more than one table? 

Foreign key
Hardware (±2 weeks /8 hours) 

Advantages and limitations of input, output, storage, communication devices and application software 
Input, output, storage, processing and communication as part of the information processing cycle 
Integration of input modes to enhance productivity / efficiency 
Making buying decisions: What to buy? Why? 
Keyboard and mouse: Ergonomic considerations, wireless vs. cabled 
Digital cameras, webcams, scanners 
- Resolution and image quality, size 
- Software to use with these such as OCR 

Voice recognition 
Printers
- Which printer is best for task? Why? 
- Budget, speed, colour, cost per page, graphics capability, photo printing, paper type and size, system compatibility, future 
needs, wireless capability, mobility 
- Resolution, economical and environmental considerations 

Storage: Capacity, volatility, durability 
Processing
- Making informed decisions regarding the basic components of the system unit e.g. buying a system that will be suitable for 
running particular software (system requirements) regarding processor and RAM 
- Interpret specifications regarding CPU and RAM (basic) 

Productivity, efficiency, accuracy, accessibility issues 
Risks associated with input devices such as key logging software 
Suggest input, output, storage, communication devices as well as CPU and RAM including specifying  basic specifications in 
terms of processor, memory and storage for home user, SOHO user, mobile user, power user, disabled user 
Fix ordinary problems such as sticky mouse, scanning, disk errors, e.g. defrag, resolution, non-responding programs, printing 
problems, install modem, checking amount of used or free space on storage medium 
Identify new technology, their uses and merit

Social Implications (±½ week/ 2 hours) 
Social issues applicable to the above content 
Impact on society such as social networking, reasons for using computers, environmental issues, user-centered design in 
software applications such as website, database form, presentation 

Assessment (PoA): 1 Practical Test + 1 Theory Test 
Reporting: Add raw marks and totals and convert to % for term mark. 
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Term 2 
Application Software (±½ week / 2 hours) 

Software that will enhance accessibility, efficiency, productivity such as 
voice recognition software, note-taking software and why / how?  
Usability (HCI) issues 
Uses of common applications such as word processing, spreadsheet, 
database, presentation, e-mail, Web browsers, PIMs, Web tools, etc. 
Potential for human error when using software / technology  
Web-based software vs. installed software 
- Advantages, disadvantages 

Interpret system requirements 
Common software problems and upgrades such as obtaining and installing 
software improvements (patches), updates, read-only files, etc. 
Risks of using flawed software 
Which software to use where and when 

Database (± 2 weeks / 8 hours) 
Relational database (basic) 
- 1:M relationship using more than two 
tables

Queries using two tables

Spreadsheets  (±1½ week / 6 hours) 
Text functions such as left, right, mid, 
concatenate, len, value, find 

Networks (±1 week / 4 hours) 
Wide area networks (WAN) 
- Definition, purpose, role 

Internet as an example of a WAN –  
- What is the Internet and World Wide Web 
- What is the Internet used for? 

Internet services: e-mail, feeds, instant messaging, VoIP, FTP, mailing list, 
chat rooms 
Make buying and informed decisions regarding internet connection and 
access
- Dial-up, broadband and typical characteristics 
- Modem / router, types of connections, e.g. telephone, ISDN, ADSL, 
wireless technologies, including their advantages and disadvantages 
- ISP, Internet services 
- Netiquette
- Software associated with Internet 
- Access points 

Data transmission speed - measured in kilobits per second(kbps) and 
megabits per second (mbps) 
CAP, bundle 
Concept of broadband and bandwidth 
Downloading / uploading 
Setting up an Internet connection 

Word Processing (± ½ week / 2 hours) 
Reinforce content, concepts and skills from 
Grade 10 and 11 
Mail merge – different data sources e.g. e-
mail list 
File management: Prepare, publish 

Information Management (± 2 weeks / 8 hours)
Practical Assessment Task  

- Reinforce Information Management skills 
- Use information and data gathered: Processing and analysing 

Social Implications (±½ week / 2 hours) 
Social issues applicable to the above content  
- Computer crimes such as hardware, software, information, identity, bandwidth theft, theft of time and services 
- Internet-related fraud scams 
- Internet attacks 
- Taking over PCs, e.g. botnets, zombies 
- Right to access vs. right to privacy 
- Misuse of personal information 
- Computer criminals  
- Network use policies and practices 

Security issues such as spyware, adware, popups, key logging 
Safeguards against criminals, viruses and threats 

Assessment (PoA): 1 Assignment + 1 Examination – 1 Practical Paper + 1 Theory Paper 
Reporting: Add raw marks and totals and convert to % for term mark. 
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Term 3 
Database (±1 week / 4 hours) 

Consolidate and reinforce content, concepts and skills from Grade 10 
and 11 
Create a database for a given scenario using relational tables (1:M) 

Spreadsheets (±1 week / 4 hours) 
Consolidate and reinforce content, concepts and skills from Grade 10 
and 11 
Identify appropriate functions (date and time, maths, statistical, text, 
logical, lookup and reference) to suit scenario and solve problem 
Use more advanced combinations of functions and formulas  
Edit, format and change charts including changing the scale on the 
axes, minimum and maximum values, re-labelling axes, creating 
stacked bar and column graphs, using a graphic, etc. 
Appropriate graph for a given scenario

Word Processing (±1 week / 4 hours) 
Consolidate and reinforce content, concepts and 
skills from Grade 10 and 11 
Documents using style focusing on aspects such 
as page layout that includes advanced word 
processing techniques and techniques of 
integration with other software including linking 
objects

System Software and Computer Management (±1½  weeks / 6 hours) 
Role of the operating system: 
- Starting the computer 
- Provide user interface 
- Manage programs 

Concept of single user vs. multiple users including examples 
Concept of multitasking including examples 
Concept of Task Manager (Windows) 

Management of files: File types, properties, file attributes such as read-only and hidden as well as metadata such as the author
and title properties of documents, import, export, search, conversion 
General housekeeping tasks such as scheduling jobs, configuring devices, administrating security, updating 
Operating system utilities such as  
- file management, schedule / update, coordinate tasks – concept of spooling when printing 
- compress / decompress files and folders, security features such as access control, control of spyware, adware, firewall 

Stand alone utility programs such as antivirus programs, spyware removers, internet filters 
Function / purpose / role; How / where / when to use 
General troubleshooting using utility software, e.g. interpret memory usage to see why computer is slow 
Factors that influence performance such as RAM, type of processor, processor speed, number of applications running, caching, 
influence of malware – basic concepts / non-technical

Communications (±1 week / 4 hours) 
Types of digital communications such as video conferencing 
- Advantages and disadvantages, good practices 

Categorise Internet uses used for one-way communication, private and group communication, collaboration 
Typical features of Web browsers – bookmarks, history, home page settings, pop-up, blocking Web, caching  
Uses of computer communications such as: 
- Internet, e-mail, Web, instant messaging, VoIP, RSS feeds, blogs / vlogs, podcast / vodcast, FTP, HTTP, HTTPS, video / 
Web conferencing, extranets, wikis, GPS, file sharing, remote access, streaming media, multimedia, content sharing, social 
networks
- Strengths and weaknesses, advantages, disadvantages and limitations, good practices 

Communication devices: Smart phones and other personal mobile devices 
New trends and technologies 

Information Management (±2 weeks / 8 hours)
Practical Assessment Task – Report writing and presentation 

Social Implications (±½ week / 2 hours) 
Social issues applicable to the above content: 
Effect and use of social networking sites and technologies such MySpace, FaceBook and Twitter and virtual communities such 
as Second Life 
The effect of technology on the global community 
- Distributed computing power, decision making, telecommuting / teleworking, safeguards against computer crimes, threats 
and criminals, driving forces behind ICT inventions, cultural impact 

How technology can benefit or harm society  
Use information sources from around the world 
Information overload 

Assessment (PoA): 1 Test + 1 Examination – 1 Practical Paper + 1 Theory Paper 
Reporting: Add raw marks and totals and convert to % for term mark. 

Practical: e-mail – calendar, contacts, tasks, archive 
Blogging: Register blog space, publish blog through
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Term 4 
Documents (Word processor, spreadsheet, presentations, database) (±3 weeks / 12 hours) 

Use integrated software effectively and efficiently to reproduce and create documents that incorporate text, graphics and data 
Manipulate graphics and text within documents 
Use integrated software to create and design documents for specific purposes 
Apply general principles of layout and design to a document process 
Emphasise information using techniques such as placement, colour 
Create documents by customising templates 
Use media, visual literacy and technology skills to create products that express understanding 

Case Studies – All Topics (±3 weeks / 12 hours) 
Consolidate content, concepts and skills using case studies to: 

Identifying general hardware configuration of a computer in terms of the processor, memory and hard drive size  
understand computers and their uses 
know how to use computers as tools to access information and to communicate with others around the world 
make better buying decisions – interpret advertisements and make judgements about quality and usefulness when buying 
equipment, software 
know how to fix ordinary computer problems and deal with challenges that arise with utilising computers  
know how to use the Internet and e-mail 
know how to use application packages, when to use which one 
make informed decisions and choices in selecting communication devices and modes of communications for a given scenario   
know what kind of computer uses can benefit them and advance them in whatever work they do / career path they will follow 
know how to protect themselves against online villains and threats. 
know how to apply digital tools to communicate, gather, analyse, use information and solve problems 
understand technology concepts, systems and operations and how it helps to operate efficiently, effectively and accurately 
recommend specific hardware / software for a specific scenario 
know about upgrading and how to integrate equipment with new products / technology 
understand when to upgrade, when to buy new equipment or software and make informed decisions

External Examination: Practical Assessment Task + 1 Examination – 1 Practical Paper + 1 Theory Paper 1  
SBA Mark: Add raw marks and totals for assessment tasks from term 1 to term 3 and convert to 25% 
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